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Abstract. The emission of contact material into vacuum after switching operation of a vacuum
interrupter is crucial for the metallisation of the ceramic surfaces. This work focuses on the simulation
of various regimes of metal vapour pressure using an extended version of an existing DSMC code that
now allows the visualisation of the interaction types and locations during the vapour expansion. The
model was applied to a typical vacuum interrupter geometry at different current levels between 3A
and 100 kA. The simulations show that in the low current case the likelihood for a particle hitting a
ceramic surface can be more than a factor of 5 higher than in the high current case. An explanation of
this observation will be given by analysing the interaction history of the respective particles.
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1. Introduction
Arcs in vacuum emit metal vapour; sometimes this
is a desired effect (e.g. in vacuum arc deposition
applications), in other cases it can result in an unde-
sired performance degradation of the arcing device
(e.g. in vacuum interrupters (VIs)) [1–8]). In terms
of computational simulations of this process not only
is the high-pressure gradient a numerical challenge,
but also the absolute pressure regimes that exist in
parallel such as in vacuum interrupters during the
switching operation. The Direct Simulated Monte
Carlo (DSMC) method [9], however, can be applied
for all pressure regimes. In this respect, one important
parameter in fluid dynamics is the Knudsen number
K, defined as the ratio of the mean free path of the
gas particles and the typical dimension of the geome-
try. Even though the DSMC method is less efficient
for K � 1, where the Navier-Stokes equations can be
applied, this method can be used for all K as long as
the particle interaction time is short compared to the
time of the particle flight between two interactions.
In our simulations the flight between two collisions is
a free flight of neutral copper atoms, but basically the
method allows to account for an external force acting
on each particle.
This work focuses on the simulation of various

regimes of metal vapour pressure using an extended
version of an existing DSMC code [10] that now allows
the visualization of the interaction types and locations
during the vapour expansion.

2. The DSMC method
The DSMC method is well described and validated in
[11–13]. It is a standard numerical method for rarefied
gas dynamics. Rarefied gases are those for which
the total volume of the atoms or molecules is small
compared to the system volume, i.e. nVatom � 1, with

Figure 1. The basic concept of the DSMC method. De-
coupling of free flight and collisions during a time step:
a) ‘conventional’ integration of the equation of motion
between the interactions taking a possible external force
into account, and b) ‘dice rolling’ for the interactions
treated as an instantaneous stochastic process. The
likelihood P of an interaction and - in case of an suc-
cessfull hit - the energy transfer to internal degrees
of freedom as well as the post-collisional particle ve-
locities are calculated by random numbers obeying a
probability distribution function that corresponds to a
selectable interaction model.

n being the atom/molecule density. This is fulfilled
even for air at normal conditions. In this case the
interaction can be approximated by an instant change
of momentum. The basic idea of DSMC is now to
introduce a sort of super-particles (DSMC particles),
each representing an equivalent number Neq of real
atoms or molecules with an adapted collision cross-
section σDSMC = Neqσ, and to divide the processes
in a deterministic movement between two collisions
and a probabilistic (Monte Carlo driven) interaction
beween the particles (fig. 1). The collision of two
particles is simulated based on a selectable interaction
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Figure 2. 10°-sector of a simplified VI being simulated
in this study with the typical components: contacts
formed by the cathode (emits the particles) and the
anode, the metallic switching chamber, two vapour
shields, and the insulating ceramics.

model. Currently the Variable Hard Sphere model
(VHS) [11] and Variable Soft Sphere model (VSS) [14])
are available as both had been taken over from the
basic underlying OpenFOAMr DSMC code [15].

3. Phenomena for different erosion
rates/pressure regimes

Vapour expansion simulations in VIs are helpful for
example, when the amount or distribution of the metal
deposition on the insulating ceramics for different
operation modes and geometries shall be investigated.
In the course of such studies we observed that in the
low current case the likelihood of particles ejected
from the contacts is often higher by factors than that
in case of high currents. Also, this likelihood is more
sensitive to the wall properties in the low current case.
Fig. 2 shows a simplified VI design being used for all
simulation results presented in this work and fig. 3
reflects the above mentioned phenomena showing the
likelihood for a copper atom to hit the insulator of the
VI as function of a constant unipolar current and of
the sticking coefficient of the metallic wall chamber.
A possible explanation is that the volume interac-

tion of the metal vapour plays an increasing role with
higher erosion rates and surface properties such as the
sticking coefficient become more and more unimpor-
tant. These assumptions might be quite obvious, but
with our previous simulation code there were no means
to visualise and quantify the effects. Also when look-
ing to the adsorption of metal vapour on the ceramics
it is unclear whether those particles originate directly
from wall interactions, e.g. bounce off the stem or the
shield surface, or from volume interactions.

Figure 3. Dependencies of the likelihood for a particle
leaving the cathode surface to hit the ceramic insulator
on the ’anodic’ or ’cathodic’ side for the VI geometry
as depicted in fig. 2

Figure 4. Examples of interaction sequences: Going
forward in time, the history for particle P1 is particle
creation (c) in the source region (the cathode in all
simulations presented in this paper), particle collision
(p), wall reflection (w), and finally wall adsorption
(a); For particle P2 the total sequence reads c,p,p,p,a.
In the following, only the four last interactions (at
most) are considered. The indices 0, -1, -2, -3 are
described in the text.

4. Code Extension
In order to get a better understanding of the mecha-
nisms causing the observed numerical results and to
check that these can be explained by physical effects,
we extended the existing code by a sort of interaction
history functionality. Now various information of each
adsorbed particle on a definable target wall are stored
and can be visualised. It is possible to specify how
many interactions shall be stored for each successful
target wall adsorption event. An interaction can be
one of the following: (i) particle creation, i.e. the parti-
cle is ejected from the particle source, the cathode, (ii)
particle-particle interaction, meaning a collision with
another particle in the volume, (iii) particle-surface re-
flection, happening whenever a particle hits a surface,
but does not stick to it, (iv) wall adsorption. Together
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Figure 5. Visualisation of the particle interaction history for all particles ending on the metallic chamber wall after
3ms for constant currents of 3A (hypothetical), 100A, 3 kA and 100 kA.

with the interaction type, the position and the time
of the event is recorded. Also the interaction partner
(the patch being hit or the particle number in case of
a collision) is stored as an additional information. In
fig. 4, two exemplary paths with different interaction
histories are depicted. In all following figures, interac-
tion sequences are coloured in the same manner; in
chronological order: "red" denotes the last but two
interaction before sticking (index -3), "yellow" the last
but one (-2), and "green" the last interaction (-1) be-
fore sticking. The very last interaction (index 0) is
always the adsorption itself which is colored "blue".
From the location one can deduce whether a certain
interaction was a particle creation, a wall reflection,
or a volume (particle-particle) interaction.

I DSMCs adsorption on

(kA) created anode chamber
‘anodic’
ceramic

0.1 7736327 5968957 1359772 1347
100 7786058 6129140 1344588 217

Table 1. Number of DSMC-particles created and ad-
sorbed on various surfaces for Neq = 1 · 107 · I/A,
a setting that generates enough particles hits on the
‘anodic’ ceramic.

5. Results and Discussion
The following simulation results were obtained for
the VI design as depicted in fig. 2. The contact ra-
dius was 50mm, the gap between cathode and anode
was 10mm. The chamber inner wall had a radius
of 100mm, the ceramic inner wall radius was 95mm.
The arc is assumed to be a well-behaved diffuse arc
burning in an axial magnetic field (AMF) contact.

Thus, in all simulations the cathode was considered
to be the sole particle source and it’s erosion rate ṁ
was calculated by ṁ = 100µg/C · I, [16, 17] where I
is the electric current assumed to be constant for the
simulated time of 3ms and evenly distributed over
the cathode. The created particles are neutral cop-
per atoms only, and the VHS interaction model was
applied.

The sticking coefficients were set to 0 for the cathode
and 0.8 for the anode. These settings lead to about
78% of the created particles to get re-adsorbed on the
anode (cf. the columns under ‘anode’ and ‘created’
in tab. 1 that will be discussed below), and thus
about 22% leaving the gap and being adsorbed on the
chamber wall, the ‘anodic’, and the ‘cathodic’ ceramic
surfaces. The obtained ratio of created and escaping
particles appears to be reasonable if one compares it
with results reported e.g. in [16]. For all other surfaces
the sticking coefficient was set to 0.9. Only a 10°-sector
has been simulated with cyclic boundary conditions
on the intersections. These boundary conditions make
sure a particle leaving the simulation domain through
one of the intersections re-enters the domain on the
opposite side at the same radial and axial position with
unchanged radial and azimthal velocity components.
As an example of the evaluation of the aforemen-

tioned history information, fig. 5 shows the interaction
history of those particles which were adsorbed on the
chamber wall. From left to the right the particle flux
created by the cathode was each time increased by a
factor of about 30 starting with a hypothetical value
of 3A (not reflecting a real copper cathode spot dis-
tribution) and ending at 100 kA. The corresponding
pressures inside the gap were calculated to be 50mPa
for 3A to 1.6 kPa for 100 kA at temperatures of about
2500K. In accordance with [18], less than 25% of the
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interaction type
history I creation wall collision

index (kA) chamber other

-1 0.1 0 811 291 245
100 0 0 16 201

-2 0.1 452 297 139 459
100 0 0 26 191

-3 0.1 356 123 121 295
100 0 0 18 199

Table 2. Details of the interaction history for DSMC
particles being adsorbed on the ’anodic’ ceramic.

emitted particles are leaving the gap region as most of
the particles are adsorbed on the anode. The asymme-
try of the particle emission and the deposition on the
walls is a result of the fact that only the cathode (the
lower contact face) is emitting particles. Note that
Neq was set to 2 ·109 ·I/A and is thereby varied linearly
with the current (i.e. Neq = 6 ·109 in case of 3 A and
2 ·1014 for 100 kA) leading roughly to 4 ·104 created
DSMC-particles independent of the actual current in
order to obtain similar statistics and numerical noise
levels for all runs.

Looking on the green dots in fig. 5, marking the po-
sition of the last interaction before the DSMC-particle
hits the chamber, we observe the expected. For an
extremely low and hypothetical current, the particles
originating from the cathode would directly hit the
chamber more or less without any further interac-
tion. This corresponds to a surface to surface radia-
tion without any volume scattering or absorption. At
I = 100A, the virtual source of the particles in this
geometry is the transition area from the gap between
the contacts and the chamber volume. Starting from
there, hardly any further volume interaction takes
place. Increasing the current further, the number
of volume interactions increases, too. And finally at
I = 100 kA, there is not a single particle that origi-
nates directly from the cathode, the primary particle
source.
Performing a similar analysis, but this time with

respect to the ’anodic’ ceramic, we get the results
tabulated in tab. 1 and tab. 2 (low and high current
cases) and shown in fig. 6 (low current case). Neq was
set to 107 ·I/A, so again the number of tracked DSMC-
particles is the same for both currents, but this time
a factor 200 higher. This is needed in order to get a
reasonable number of particles on the ceramics. Tab. 1
lists more general numbers with respect to the different
hit rates: At 0.1 kA the likelihood to hit the anodic
ceramic for a particle leaving the cathode is a factor
of 6 higher than in case of 100 kA. However, since
Neq(100 kA) is a factor of 103 higher than Neq(0.1 kA),
in absolute terms the deposition produced per unit
time is a factor of 160 higher in the high current case.

From tab. 2 one can see that for both current levels

Figure 6. Left: The particle interaction history for
all particles sticking to the ’anodic’ ceramic wall after
3ms for a constant current of 100A. Right: The arrow
shows the direct line of sight between contact stem and
shield from the chamber wall to the ceramic.

no particle from the contact surface hits the ceramic
directly as we have zero particles created for the his-
tory index ’−1’. This of course is a quite general goal
in VI design, namely, to avoid direct sputtering of the
insulator by the primary particle source. In case of
a high evaporation rate, however, it takes more than
three interactions for a particle originating from the
chamber wall to reach the ’anodic’ ceramic (0 particles
for index -3 under ’chamber’), which accommodates
for the fact of a large pressure of the order of Pa in
that region, corresponding to a mean free path of the
order of millimetres. The main source of particles
hitting the examined ceramic in this arrangement are
volume (collision) interactions. In contrast to this,
tracing back two interactions in the low current case,
one finds 452 particles that are created, meaning one
third of all particles being adsorbed on the ’anodic’
ceramic (1347) do have a single interaction after being
emitted from the cathode: most likely this is the re-
flection at the chamber wall, explaining the influence
of the impact of sticking coefficient here. This is sup-
ported by the fact that 811 particles of 1347 originate
directly from the chamber.
As previously assumed for the low current case

(100A), the main source of the particles hitting the
ceramic is the switching chamber which appears green-
ish in the left of fig. 6, indicating that this was the
last interaction before adsorption. The vast majority
of particles has gone through the vacuum without
any further volume interaction. This is possible since
there exists a direct line of sight from the chamber
wall to the ceramic as shown on the right of fig. 6.
This fact might not be evident when looking on the
cross section of the VI only. However, one has to bear
in mind that whenever a particle leaves the calculation
domain via one of the intersection faces, the cartesian
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velocity components change as a result of the 10° an-
gle between the intersection surface normals. As a
consequence, when tracking a non interacting parti-
cle moving on a straight line, it appears to be bend
radially outward each time it crosses the intersection.
Hence, this particle apparently moves on a curved line
reaching areas that seem to be occluded in the 2D
cross section.

6. Conclusions
The results are obtained for a particular VI geometry
with AMF contacts assuming the cathode surface as
vapour source region. They document that at high cur-
rents volume interaction (particle-particle collisions)
plays the most important role and wall interactions
(reflection and desorption by inner surfaces) are less
important. At low currents, on the contrary, the
most likely sputter mechanism is the reflection of the
particles at the metallic VI chamber wall. Volume
interaction and reflection by other surfaces are less
important for the VI geometry in this case.
The new feature of our DSMC code improves the

understanding of metal vapour expansion and deposi-
tion in a VI stressed by operational and short circuit
currents, and it helps to identify critical issues oc-
curring in the course of VI development. However,
up to now, the simulation is not accurate by its own,
but rather needs to be compared and calibrated with
experiments. Care should be taken to interpret the
simulation of real switching operations, because the
erosion rate might be different and the source region
can be non-uniform, particularly if the VI is close to
its breaking limit and the anode takes over an active
particle emitter role.
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